Split
High output LED task light for large work areas

Split is a powerful task light for large, demanding work places. It has twice the light output of our traditional task lights making
it particularly suitable for large worksurfaces where plenty of light is needed.
With its graceful shape and allmetal construction, this impressive task light will stand out in any office environment. It has a spring
balanced arm in the Luxo tradition, for maximum reach and flexibility.
Distinctive design
Split has a distinctive design and great functionality. The lamp head is made of a slim sheet of aluminum which has been cut and
shaped so that the LED lightsources are directed at an angle toward the desk top. This contributes to Split’s excellent asymmetric
light distribution.
Colors: Black, silver grey or white.
2 x 6 Watt LED
Split is equipped with two custommade 6 Watt LED modules, which provide a broad, directional light across the worksurface. The
two LED modules are positioned at a 30° angle. This provides for a particularly wide light distribution. With two LED modules, the
light covers a large area, while the lamp head stays parallel with the surface – providing asymmetric and ergonomically correct
workstation lighting.
The LED modules have a life expectancy of 50,000+ hours. This means 25 years or more of normal office use. Split is dimmable,
and equipped with automatic shutoff in order to save energy. A builtin timer automatically turns the light off after 4 or 9 hours.
Available with integrated motion sensor
An integrated motion sensor version is also available. The sensor turns the light on when motion is detected. The sensor also turns
the light off after 15 minutes of inactivity.
The importance of the personal task light
Follow this link to learn more about the importance of good workstation lighting, and how a task light can help you achieve a better
working environment.
Follow this link to learn more about Luxo workspace lighting
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Split

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
LIGHTSOURCE

POWER SUPPLY

Supplied with 2 x 6W integrated LED modules (13.6W total

Plugin 120V power supply.

energy consumed). Correlated color temperature (CCT) is
3000ºK. Color rendering index (CRI) is 90.
BODY MATERIAL AND COLOR
Steel arm and aluminum shade. Colors: black, silver grey or
white.

ARM TECHNOLOGY AND MOVEMENT
31.5" parallel, threepivot arm. Sidetoside and
upanddown head movement.
SENSORS
Split can also be delivered with an integrated PIRsensor. The

MOUNTING

sensor turns the light on when motion is detected. The sensor

Standard with edge clamp or table/desk base.
OPTICS

also turns the light off after 15 minutes of inactivity.
Integrated 9/4 hour auto shutoff functionality.

Asymmetric light output. White, polycarbonate reflectors.
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